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Abstract: The performance of the axial flow fan depends on the flow structure within the blade passages and
interspace  between  the rotor and stator vanes. Therefore, it is of great importance to accurately analyze the
flow  in  the  axial fan. The present research concentrates on analyzing three-dimensional flow existing inside
the  axial  fan  stages  using a five-hole probe, as Pitot-tube and three-hole probes are useful only to analyze
one-dimensional  flow  and  two-dimensional  flows  respectively. The five-hole probe is fabricated using
twenty-two gauge hypodermic tubes. The five-hole probe is calibrated using a wind tunnel in the laboratory.
The present work on flow analysis focused on pressure mapping before and after the rotor blades of an axial
flow fan. The flow is analyzed from the hub to the tip of the blades at different rotational speeds. The results
indicate that at higher flow rates (above 50%) total pressure is almost constant, at the entry side of the rotor,
for all speeds. Total pressure gradually increases along the blade span for all discharge flow rates at the entry
side of the rotor; however for flow rates (less than 50%) the total pressure increases along the span of the blade.
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INTRODUCTION from the flow. Simple relationships established in fluid

Five-hole pressure probes are becoming more useful such flow, may not only give an incorrect quantitative
with the development of small, inexpensive, fast response answer may also result in a false qualitative mental pattern
pressure transducers; computer controlled traversing of flow.
systems and computer data acquisition [1]. Five-hole
pneumatic pressure probes are used to carry out the Energy Gradient: To start and maintain the flow in a
steady-state measurements of three components of channel, stationary or moving, there must be a drop in
velocity, inflow angles, static and total pressures total energy content in the direction of flow below its
simultaneously for a point in the flow field [2, 3]. They initial level at zero flow. A graphical representation of the
work by selectively comparing pressure data from five total energy along the path of flow is the energy gradient.
ports on the probe. According to Treaster and Yocum [4], This should be distinguished from the hydraulic gradient,
by comparing the pressure differences between these which shows only static pressures at different points of
ports, flow velocity, pitch angle, yaw angle, total pressure the path. The flow direction is expressed by a pressure
and static pressure can simultaneously be determined. difference betweenthe probe holes. 
Five-hole probes also find applications in automotive The hydraulic gradient may have a local drop and rise
wheel arch flow [5]. Probe technology latest along the path, but the energy gradient drops continually
developments in detail were discussed by [6]. and it determines the direction of flow. In actual pipe flow,

A theoretical treatment of the flow through turbo the energy gradient reduction represents hydraulic losses
machines is difficult because most of the channels along the path.
comprising such machines have variable and irregular In a movable channel, such as impeller of a blower,
sections and a curved mean path. Some of the channels the energy gradient drop is referred to the energy level
are in a circular motion with the power applied to or taken when there is no flow. Where the flow starts, energy is

mechanics for idealized conditions, if applied directly to
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absorbed by the flow at such a rate that the total energy The process is reversed at the discharge of an axial
remains, at all times and atall points, below its zero flow
level. The use of the energy gradient concept simplifies a
number of problems connected with the flow through a
turbo machines.

Transition of Pressure of Fluids in Motion: In a
stationary body of fluid, pressure intensity is transmitted
equally in all directions. In moving fluids, a difference in
pressure may exist along the path of the flow and also
across the section of the channel as a result of the
dynamic forces developed by the flow. Pressure changes
along the path of flow are the result of a change in kinetic
energy as given by Bernoulli’s equation, the total energy
of each streamline remaining constant.

Variation of pressure across a channel, however, can
occur in such a manner that some streamlines increase
their pressure without decreasing their velocities, thus
increasing their total energy or the constant in Bernoulli’s
equation. However, since the total energy of the flow
across the channel section remains the same. Such an
increase of pressure energy of one group of streamlines
takes place at the expense of the pressure energy of the
remaining streamlines. 

The flow of pressure energy from higher to a lower
level takes place at natural temperature, whereas the flow
of pressure energy is in the reverse direction and usually
takes place under the dynamic forces developed in a
curvilinear or rotary motion.As soon as the tangential
component of the velocity is taken out of the flow by
particular means, such as guide vanes or a straight length
of pipe, pressures are immediately equalized by a natural
flow of the pressure energy from a higher to thelower level
without mixing of the streamlines that is by conduction.
Conduction is responsible for the constant pressure
across the section of the channel with a steady flow
assumed in hydraulics.

In a straight pipe approach to an impeller of a
centrifugal blower the absolute velocities at the periphery
are higher than those in the middle as a result of the
addition of a tangential component due to rotation of the
flow. This pressure exchange takes place without mixing
of streamlines by conduction.Pre-rotation in the inlet pipe
is caused by the tendency of the fluid to follow the path
of least resistance on its way to enter impeller channels.
This tendency becomes evident when the pre-rotation is
in a direction opposite to that of the impeller. This usually
occurs at lower capacities exceeding the standard
capacity.

flow blower. At the impeller discharge, pressure and
velocities are higher at the periphery than at the hub. In
the stationary vanes, the tangential component of the
absolute velocity is taken out of the flow and pressures
are  equalized  across  the  whole  discharge  pipe  area.
The exchange of pressure energy in the diffusion casing
takes place without mixing of streamlines (by conduction).

Higher velocities and pressures near the outer wall of
a turn for laminar flow may serve as an illustration of the
pressure transition by conduction as there is no mixing of
streamlines in the laminar flow. Several techniques were
investigatedby researchers to analyze the flow. Pisasale
and Ahmed [7] improved the direct-interpolation
technique for an intenseflowangles up to 75° by applying
additional parameters for a range of extreme flow
incidences, Singh et al. [8] studied the effect of Reynolds
numberand  upstream  velocity profile on probe factor of
a  self-averaging  Pitot tube. Kim et al. [9] developed a
five-hole multifunctional probe and calibrated it using
multiple regressions. Pisasale et al. [10] developed
functional relationship based on theoretical
considerations that relate port pressure directly to flow
properties. Calderia et al. [11] defined two dimensionless
coefficients for yaw and pitch angles and two
dimensionless parameters for dynamic and total
pressures. Though much contribution is done, yet work
in this field is still on-going and new correlations and data
reduction methods continued to be introduced [12].

Experimental Planning: The five-hole probe is fabricated
using twenty-two gauge hypodermic tubes. The diameter
of the tubes in the probe is designed so as to avoid flow
blockage effect. The probe is calibrated in a wind tunnel
in the laboratory. Calibration constants for dynamic head
and pitch angle are determined.

The blade angle of the rotor is set at 45 degrees and
the incidence angle to zero degree. The change in
incidence is possible by rotating the vanes that are just
before the rotor. By keeping them in the direction of the
flow, incidence can be made zero. The probe is kept at the
suction side of the rotor at the 20% of blade span from
hub along with the orientation gear.

At a certain speed (N=1800 rpm) and load vane angle
the pressure levels of the manometer tubes connected to
the probe are observed. Before noting down the
manometer levels of the two side tubes, the probes are
adjusted  to  the  same level using the orientation gear.
The yaw angle ( ) shown in the orientation gear is noted
down.
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For the same speed, the flow is varied from no flow
condition to full discharge condition by changing the load
vane angle. For each position of the load vane angle, the
pressure levels of the manometer tubes are noted.

The processis repeated at 35%, 50%, 70%, 80% and
90% of blade span from hub and the manometer readings
are recorded for each distance.

Now, for different rotor speeds N=2200rpm, 2500rpm,
the entire process is repeated for each distance of the
blade span from the hub.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The paper presents an experimental investigation on
axial fan using five-hole probe. The paper mainly
concentrates on pressuring mapping for an axial fan along
the span of the blade. The pressure values for different
flow conditions are recorded along the blade span.

Fig. 1:

Fig. 2:

Fig. 3:

Fig. 4:

Fig. 5:

Fig. 6:

Static pressure varies considerably at the hub for no
flow condition at speeds 1800 rpm, 2200 rpm and 2500 rpm.
As the flow rate increases, static pressure also increases
and at high flow rates, the static pressure is almost
constant. Fig. 1, Fig. 3 & Fig. 5.

The total pressure, P  increases along the span of01

the  blade for  different  flow  conditions    at   speeds
1800 rpm, 2200 rpm & 2500 rpm. The value of total
pressure,  P   decreases  as  the  flow  rate increases01

along the span of the blade from hub to tip. More
disturbances are observed at the tip and for no flow
condition. At high flow rates, the variation in P  is01

negligible. The reason behind this is because of the
greater amounts of energy transfer to the flow from hub to
tip. Fig. 2, Fig. 4 & Fig. 6.
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CONCLUSION 5. Malviya, V., R. Mishra and E.  Palmer, “CFD

The following are the conclusions from the Five-Hole Probe in an Automotive Wheel Arch,”
experimental results. Advances in Mechanical Engineering, 2010, Article

For no flow conditions and lower flow rates (i.e., 6. Telionis, D., Y. Yang and O. Redinioti, 2009. “Recent
20%, 35% oftheflow, below 50%), there are developments in multi-hole probe (mhp) technology,
significant disturbances at hub and tip. However, 20  International Conference of Mechanical
variations are negligible for high flow rates in all Engineering, Gramado, RS, Brazil.
speeds both at entry and exit of the rotor. 7. Pisasale, A.J. and N.A. Ahmed, 2002. “A novel
The total pressure, P  varies considerably at the hub method for extending the calibration range of five-01

and tip for no flow conditions and lower flow hole probe for highly three-dimensional flows,” Flow
conditions. (i.e.20%, 35% of flow, below 50%). Measurement and Instrumentation, 13(1-2): 23-30.
At higher flow rates (above 50%) the total pressure, 8. Singh, S., V. Seshadri and A. Agrawal, 1994.
P is almost constant for all speeds. However, it “Characteristics of a self-averaging pitot type01

gradually increases along the blade span for all probe,” Indian Journal of Engineering and Materials
discharge flow rates. Sciences, 1: 153-157.
Therefore along the span from hub to tip total 9. Kim,  S.H.,  Y.J.  Kang,  R.S.   Myong,   T.H.  Cho,
pressure, P raises gradually for all speeds at all Y.M. Park and I.H. Choi, 2009. “Calibration of a five-01

discharge rates at the entry of the rotor due to hole multi-function probe for helicopter air data
centrifugal action. sensors,” International Journal of Aeronautical and
Disturbances are observed for flow rates both at the Space Sciences, 10(2): 43-51.
hub and tip of the blade at entry of the rotor is due to 10. Pisasale,  A.J.  and  N.A.  Ahmed,  2004.
tip clearance. “Development of a functional relationship between
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